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Archaic baseline tone marks

These are archaic characters used in a post-1949 reformed orthography.

16F9A ～ MIAO LETTER REFORMED TONE-1
16F9B ≅ MIAO LETTER REFORMED TONE-2
16F9C ≈ MIAO LETTER REFORMED TONE-4
16F9D ≈ MIAO LETTER REFORMED TONE-5
16F9E ≈ MIAO LETTER REFORMED TONE-6
16F9F ≈ MIAO LETTER REFORMED TONE-8

Positioning tone marks

These are used to position the vowel off of the baseline position to indicate a changed tone.

16F8F ◀ MIAO VOWEL SIGN WO
16F8F ◃ MIAO VOWEL SIGN W
16F8F ◄ MIAO VOWEL SIGN E
16F8F ◅ MIAO VOWEL SIGN EN
16F8F ◆ MIAO VOWEL SIGN ENG
16F8F ◇ MIAO VOWEL SIGN OYE
16F8F ◈ MIAO VOWEL SIGN IA
16F8F ◉ MIAO VOWEL SIGN IAN
16F8F ◊ MIAO VOWEL SIGN IANG
  •  also used for iaw
16F8F ◍ MIAO VOWEL SIGN IO
16F8F ◎ MIAO VOWEL SIGN IE
16F8F ● MIAO VOWEL SIGN II
  •  used in Eastern Lisu
16F8F ◐ MIAO VOWEL SIGN IU
16F8F ◑ MIAO VOWEL SIGN ING
  •  also used for in
16F8F ◒ MIAO VOWEL SIGN U
16F8F ◓ MIAO VOWEL SIGN UA
16F8F ◔ MIAO VOWEL SIGN UAN
16F8F ◕ MIAO VOWEL SIGN UANG
  •  also used for uaw
16F8F ◖ MIAO VOWEL SIGN UU
  •  used in Eastern Lisu
16F8F ◗ MIAO VOWEL SIGN UEI
16F8F ◘ MIAO VOWEL SIGN UNG
16F8F ◙ MIAO VOWEL SIGN Y
16F8F ◚ MIAO VOWEL SIGN YI
16F8F ◛ MIAO VOWEL SIGN AE
16F8F ◜ MIAO VOWEL SIGN AEE
  •  used in Eastern Lisu
16F8F ◝ MIAO VOWEL SIGN ERR
16F8F ◞ MIAO VOWEL SIGN ROUNDED ERR
  •  used in Eastern Lisu
16F8F ◟ MIAO VOWEL SIGN ER
16F8F ◠ MIAO VOWEL SIGN ROUNDED ER
  •  used in Eastern Lisu
16F8F ◡ MIAO VOWEL SIGN AI
16F8F ◢ MIAO VOWEL SIGN EI
16F8F ◣ MIAO VOWEL SIGN AU
16F8F ◤ MIAO VOWEL SIGN OU
16F8F ◥ MIAO VOWEL SIGN N
16F8F ◦ MIAO VOWEL SIGN NG

Baseline tone marks

These are used in Chuxiong Ahmao instead of the positioning tone marks.

16F90 ecided MIAO LETTER TONE-1
16F91 ecided MIAO LETTER TONE-2
16F92 ecided MIAO LETTER TONE-3
16F93 ecided MIAO LETTER TONE-4
16F94 ecided MIAO LETTER TONE-5
16F95 ecided MIAO LETTER TONE-6
16F96 ecided MIAO LETTER TONE-7
16F97 ecided MIAO LETTER TONE-8